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-Notice-

Due to the high quality of poetry, and the low

amount of short fiction submitted, the Fall Term

issue is devoted entirely to poetry.

Although this issue of The Courant is composed

of poetry only, The Courant will include short

fiction in the future issues and we welcome

submissions of short fiction and poetry this term

for the Winter Term issue.
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Preface

These poems are sensitive to the touch.

Their music thrills the skin. We are wrapped tight,

wound round the old fence post -- who we are —

but these poets stake themselves to the post.

Meaning is tactile. Whether we are who we are in

what emanates from within or what urges from

without, the skin is the logos. The skin is an

instrument, a second self, a mosaic, a suit, a

deception, a trail of debris, an impulse, a prison.

There is "featureless white skin/' skin that cracks

like glass graceful in the air, "hunted beachy

skin," "painted skin," skin that is "new and

vulnerable," animal skin, shed skin, skin pulled

inside out, "that incredible skin," skin that is

borrowed "smooth white enamel," "the vault (that

could be made of words/Or skin even," skin that

"rouses you to try again" and the "dull ache

beneath my skin," skin that is "sliced by silent

need." There is the plain fact of skin and there is

the press to get out of one's skin and into the skin

of others. Caera Byrne writes:

The vault (that could be made of words

Or skin even) gets so small that
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You can't

Breathe very well and

All of the fire and all of the fierceness

Doesn't

Even

Matter.

Exhausted, the energy

Shrinks

Back down

And hides steeped

In oily pearly-gray fear and

Encircled by a halo, the dried out crust of sadness,

Dripping soundlessly

Waiting

For another day.

And Hillary Chute writes:

I wish I could punch a big hole

in my wall.

All the plaster would crumble

in tiny white bits descending to the floor.

These poets want to escape any and all restrictions

including the limitations of their own skins. It is an

urgency felt in Hillary Dresser's "Theft" and Honor
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MacNaughton's "Brass Hook Shining." It is an

idea turned rhetorically in Heath Cabot's

"Contention," one of this volumes two central

resolutions. It is an exquisite intuition in poetry

editor Colin DeYoung's "Snakeskin." Speaking in

response to a journalist's self-important cry that he

suffers the world's agonies, Colin writes with

modesty and candor:

It is not only the snake

(known in India for his wisdom)

who asks, "How long will I suffer?"

because his skin is new and vulnerable.

We come about it more gradually, is all.

And how do we reach this place Colin describes

in what amounts to the volume's credo? We shed

our skins. If we are a woman, we pull away the

woman's skin. If we are a man, we imagine

ourselves a woman. We are a snake, a dog, a

bird, a brass hook, a painting by Klimt, an old

Yankee lady, a green pea, a grizzled truck driver.

Inevitably, we are reborn, "eyes gleaming,

overflowing with dawn." As in Hannah

Sharpless' poem, "green pea," we "want to get

born, so [we] invent a mother," even if that
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mother is ourselves and we must bleed (a painful,

recurring event in these poems): "My uterus

yanks itself out slowly." Hannah Sharpless writes

in "morning sickness:"

don't you desire to

open your mouth wide like a horse

and pull yourself out

and lick yourself dry.

suckle and coddle.

Ultimately, we are frustrated. We seek the

counsel of someone with stars in her hair, the

Kitchen Diva, grocers with visions, an old lady

with cockroach eyes, "your dog licking your

hand." But we can't ever fully escape our skins.

"Everyone, now and then, is distorted by a

sudden passing light," writes Reby Walsh in

"Yessing." "Self-created/a private quest

unsatisfied," writes poetry editor Jay Barmann in

'Tantalus," a poem that renders tactile the

frustration straining the poetry to fine, tight wires

and does so with words that are "gloved."

Indeed, what our intrepid poets discover

when they shed their skins is that nowhere could

be anywhere as Joanna Slimmer puts it. Over and
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over again, we find that the world is blackness

outside the skin and emptiness inside the skin.

"When man is born," T. Chapman Wing writes,

"he is kicked out onto the/street as a vagabond,/

And spends the rest of his life trying to get back

in." They are hard on themselves, these poets, but

they earn the right to hold themselves at a higher

standard. They have shed their skins. It is a

ruthlessly observed life they live.

The world doesn't meet the heroic demands

placed on it. Conventional faith is so much raving

in one poem, "the pickle family circus/and all you

clowns." It is a woman waiting up for a husband

who fumbles to hid "fuchsia lipstick/andsmoke/on

his business shirt." It is someone smiling

"obscenely at the camera" and "'sorry, we're

closed' through a pane of mud and glass." In

some poems, we sense that the impulse to soar is

"guarded like a dog." Cages, locked doors, walls,

barred windows, floors collapse like silence on the

slightest sound. Exactly halfway through this

sustained press of flesh, Carter Glass relates the

simple tale of a wandering dog. Very quickly, the

trek discovers that peculiar loneliness at dusk with

nothing behind you and nothing in front of you but

shadowy recollections and intimations:
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Past iron ore spikes that have stories of

November storms to tell

Past the sitting stones of Indians and

missionaries and campfire tourists

On a path that might end some thousands

of miles later

The suggestion is clear. We travel after our

simplest feelings, those which comfort us, past

the ancient communions of man and nature and the

same story told. Now, however, we travel alone,

and our past recedes before we can record it. Our

goal now is the small contact, our own impulse at

the furthest point, licking our hand even as we

turn it away from the remote peninsula.

In Heath Cabot's "Contention," the

speaker acknowledges the plain fact that we

ourselves don't meet the heroic demand we place

on ourselves. Our skin is our limit, but also our

only immediate sensual link. It is a boundary, yes,

but it is also the logos of our conversation with the

world. The speaker in "Contention" is harsh,

confident, clinically objective. The spoken to

cringes. Who is the speaker? The soul? The

promise of one's mortality? There you stand, it

seems to say,
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Defining your divinity

Like some nut who, with his arms outspread,

Let his palms be broken.

The spoken to has shed her skin and learned to

distrust kindness. Now not knowing what is true

outside or inside makes for a profound illness.

However, the speaker in the middle part of the

poem refuses to resign and literally pounds until

the knuckles swell against the cry of "emptiness!"

The speaker promises that regardless of the world's

wanton, empty laughter, she'd happily touch the

earth, "cool [her] heated cheeks within/Her still,

quiet greenness." Cabot controls her presence in

this poem and wins half the battle: she

acknowledges the yearning of the soul in the body

against the body's ultimate betrayal. If the ending

seems bitter -

Take heart!

Everything great is twisted

Unrecognizably.

-it is honest and "The Walk," her companion

poem, suggests that she herself can raise the voice

of death and speak to it in her terms and on her
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own turf. In that poem she subverts the threat in

"Contention:" "For how perfect life can be/If one

empties oneself of it!" Love and rage, she

discovers, are part of the same cycle, "some sort

of 'proto-life'/Emerging slowly out of another/Into

another." Here, the emphasis is on the effort,

successful or not, at least revelatory. And,

fittingly, the logos is the tactile sense; the skin

evaporates as "living shafts of sunlight/Were

loosed into my soul."

The volume begins with the pale

knowledge that our skin can be brittle, fragile.

If you freeze you break,

brittle in the cold.

The ice-laden bough that snaps

with a sharp report

into a sharper silence.

However, it ends on a different note. Rachel

Chellappa writes in her prose poem "Colors" of

love-making as a furiously passionate tactile

sensation raised to transformation sheerly in the

urgency of the anonymous (and they are

transformed into pure physical sensuality) lovers to

connect in defiance of the skin and even of
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mortality itself. It is the perfect counterpoint to

"Contention," the antidote to "Holding Winter." It

is the skin that speaks here:

cold stringing your head along psychedelic

swirls drawing you out in out in gyrate

spinning involuntary spasm back arches

like a concave cat and you spit a yowl and

turn for more...

The speaker struggles to achieve a consummation

devoutly to be wished for, a consummation that is

not simply sexual but romantic in its intensity.

She wants to transcend any awareness of herself

precisely by experiencing the sensation of contact

so profoundly as to obliterate sensation itself.

Little deaths and the mantra-like "try again" give

the poem a kind of poignancy. This is the

unspoken intention throughout the poems, again

not sexual, but ultimately human. ..the need to

leave the skin becoming simply the need to touch

borne out of love, need, want.

Read these poems knowing that they

demand of you your willingness to see the inward

and outward through the prism of your own flesh.

They are not typical poems by young poets. They
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arc not about sentiment, not about that kind of

feeling. They lay on the hands. How appropriate

that this extraordinary group of poems by these

very serious young poets should end with

Chcllappa's dramatic call:

...struggling to keep control consciousness

but the violet flames consume you and your

grasp is lost hurtling end on end and you

hear something but you can't tell but it

sounds like your voice or your noise at

least or it could be the engulfing fire crack-

ing whips along your body mind soul and

you think you'll fall forever in your petit

mort but the warms hands with the smell

of brandy rubbing warm against your skin

rouse you to try again...

Craig Thorn
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Holding Winter

Where do you fall

when you fall in the winter,

when you sink through deep drifts

and come starkly to the frozen ground?

When I was six and ran from the house,

that draft piled by the long mutter of the wind

was higher than my head,

shoveled in a deep cut from the doorway,

my father with snow on his clothes

throwing it up over the edge

in a sun-blazed arc.

If you freeze you break,

brittle in the cold.

The ice-laden bough that snaps

with a sharp report

into a sharper silence.

When I was six, I cannot remember

a longer winter, nor one more deeply frozen,

a featureless, white skin over us.

I was light enough

to walk crunching on the surface,
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and the cold would stretch

that short time across the field into a sun-down.

Colin DeYoung
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Snakeskin

"How long will I suffer?"

I have stolen this cry

from a journalist, a self-important

man, vast, inflated with words

he's thieved from the mouths of people,

from whole barren continents.

He spoke of India: the funerals of Calcutta,

the dry red earth that sticks in the rainy season,

sticks and sticks, and the people are red with it,

the farmers' mud huts and stalk-growing,

the lakes and streams of Kashmir,

clear or muddied with cattle. I had to rent

a tuxedo, a new black and white skin,

with money I had meant to keep;

it could have fed one of his Indian families

for a year at least.

And how long will / suffer?

I suffer most things as they are

with few exceptions: for instance,

dust has piled itself in the corners of this room.

But would you have me sweep them?

Household dust is 89% human skin cells.
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We shed them

and make new ones to replace the old.

It is not only the snake

(known in India for his wisdom)

who asks, "How long will I suffer?"

because his skin is new and vulnerable.

We come about it more gradually, is all.

Colin DeYoung
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morning sickness

don't you desire to

open your mouth wide like a horse

and pull yourself out

and lick yourself dry.

suckle and coddle.

smooth, slip and ache

from one sidewalk to another

leap into one puddle and roll

down the hay only to find your brand

new hair matted with manure and smells

closer to earth.

like the ones you,

everyday,

lick away and find returned to you in the

morning when the sun hardens

your paint to the skin

that you laugh at

and sometimes call your own.

and when you find another painted skin,

when you feel their scent and share their

paint and crawl into them

so that,
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in the morning,

you can stretch their mouth wide like a snake,

and, as always, pull yourself out to a brand new breadth,

fresh, rust-colored paint and limber tongue.

between your toes, paint swallows your nerves,

so you strip it off and walk on fresh feet

while the layers grow between the cracks

until you see that it's once again time

to pull yourself out,

shed your skin and cry. .

.

halle-

whenever the god damn desire strikes

-loo-

me to peak and run

-ya.

Hannah Sharpless
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garden pea

She wants to get born, so she invents a mother

to snap the wet green beans that spray,

the splintered stakes, weighed down with ripe,

red flesh- the putty, amorphous worm, the taut corn,

the hose repressed by thumbs,

but straining; she invents the sweating green wood and

the prickly heat down the gardening woman's back and

the gritty, delicious loam (so that raking with fingers

may quickly evolve)- over there, her birds watch as

she creates a molecule, and thus, a father to

tire of the red ink on the yellow legal-pad,

the sidewalk for feet to hit, a bald head for the sun

to kiss and bead, the nose to smell,

to cull, each passing scent *
til that of the hot tomato;

her wait is short now, soon she will help them, force them

to make her from everything, a vine, a pot.

Hannah Sharpless
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raving

babism, druzes,

hoa-hoa.

shaivism, then voodoo

with guilty ashes on the back porch,

yellow chicken curry on the rug,

the kids in the bed.

oo-

mo-

tokyo and the mennonites.

ISKON and its children

dancing so hard,

pounding and

their hair drops out.

and no,

i don't want your

god

damn book,

totemism

and the konkokyo.

darwinism fights the seven year babes-

don't you know?

haven't you heard?
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adam

and eve.

not so much cao-dai,

but the chasidism

on 42nd street,

chasing curls amongst

extensions, perhaps

the bah' ai, christian sci-

ence along with puritans,

could be

the Jehovah's witness

at the next tollbooth-

baby on back,

no teeth,

plenty of paper.

get me out,

there's Judaism

and the boy with an

a-plus

in physics.

along with those ridiculous talents-

search out that

crusty matzoh
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and slurp, chuan-chen,

Catholicism,

african reform coptic church.

presbytarianism-

christianity-

let's include quakerism.

Calvinism and the pages of

yellow.

did you say reform,

i really,

us juvenile delinqs,

do remember that

part.

ana-baptists

and the lutheran church,

buddhism,

rastafarianism and

little kid's place, the pickle family circus

and all you clowns.

Hannah Sharpless
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Scheherazade spins

perhaps the sky today was

snapping linen.

i could not see for the gold leaf stars,

trapped in the midnight dome,

held up by pillars of muse,

dimmed by the coarse, blue beard

drawn in by lucullan euphony,

i am now and ever caught

with no sweet notes

but the drummer in my brain

running races to keep my head.

dare to repeat an utterance or

take an untimed breath and

all could well be lost

before the moon has chance to dull

raw carnal eyes

behind the rancor

and splash,

the fighting fish

with their zebra wings

stretch and taut to hear the wisdom

brittle stones create cracks,
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filling them with jasmine mortar

yet the hands of my father tighten

each day.

have i not told you of rashiman, the fire horse?

in my sides

are the pins of stillness

and unrest

each step on your marble floor

heightens the battering,

roaring, flaying desire

to rape you of

insolent liberties and phallic whims.

different from the third day,

when my mother's aunts wailed in despair,

all but myself has no voice,

only ears for my music and patience for my lulls.

dates, figs,

tonguelss pig and sacrificial lamb

listen.

the flies cease buzzing to settle.
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close the curious eyes

as the sun rises so i may dream

the time where you were bald

and like a kitten sucked my teat for milk

i bled children.

dress and listen as

your robes repeat the gossip of the night

i,

watching from my royal cage

cannot finish what i have started and must

always begin what i do not know-

all to dream again.

Hannah Sharpless
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Theft

Sometimes I thought

I knew

to hold a silver whistle

between my toes

and surrender to

the stream

of laughter slipping

through the cage.

I wanted to

grasp the turquoise nightfall

and slurp it down

and die with it in

my stomach,

till You stole it

and chuckled,

flashing ajar

of perfect dusk

before my astonishment

and gulped,

despite my gaping tears,

i can touch You now

and be so empty

without the roses

sprouting from my ankles.
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Wouldn't You scream,

just to let me know

you're alive?

Or would You

just go ahead and

steal my sunflower seeds?

You know i can't grow

in this blackened night

alone.

Hillary Dresser
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Anticipation

Humming

into the pockets

of the listening dawn,

and hearing the upstairs snores

disguising oblivious buttercup dreams,

she scratches her knee

and remembers why

she's waiting for him to return.

She trembles inside,

deciding that his

look of surprise

to see her home so soon,

fumbling to hide

the fuchsia lipstick

and smoke

on his business shirt

(starched white, fresh from The Cleaners),

will be entertaining to witness.

She numbs her memories,

like the frozen pizzas

Mother used to leave in

the freezer for the family to eat

when she was away

on her business trips,
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and focuses on her anger,

raging like the fire

before which the snow laden,

wintry nights

were spent in his arms,

ignoring the possibility that

a confirmed suspicion

may actually

affect her.

She waits

for his car to

pull into the driveway.

Hillary Dresser
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Broken

Muriel cries

for Aching Junes,

when fire and granite

slammed poignant and sweet.

Crush till tomorrow,

jaws crammed with verses

united in morning,

dew drenched

and still.

Will she take heed

of the loneliness spat

by silver-toothed kisses

and strawberry blonde?

To open an eye

and witness a loss

would project before phantoms

the shamed fort of fear,

and slice down the torso

of ape-skinned bohemians,

taught strictly before

never to cry.

Hillary Dresser
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For her Domino

For her gulping orange juice with two hands

For her smiling gap pouring scratchy tones

For her low voice talking backyard exploits

For her young mouth still breathing energy.

For her pocketing the dirty grey stones

For her tasting the water with her feet

For her smelling each dandelion

For her eyes that have not yet stopped looking.

For her keeping the silence while dolls sleep

For her reading the pictures to Baby

For her small arms pulling me to my feet

For her ears not yet closed to the crying.

Honor MacNaughton
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Brass Hooks Shining

You greet me cursing her familiar name,

it barely floating in the emptiness

That trickles from your mouth. I do not blame

You, coming here with only loneliness,

She having stolen all the rest you spat

At her while quarreling. I understand

Why you have come to me; I'll hang your coat

On hooks next to the door with no demands.

So you can leave the brass hooks shining in

The sun on brighter days; your coat in one

hand, doorknob in the other, "sorry" in

Your throat awaiting her once more. You're gone

And can't come back for, sliced by silent need,

I, your crash-test dummy, behind you bleed.

Honor MacNaughton
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On Confinement

On the other days-

When all the

Energy that's

Scrunched up inside starts

Heating and swelling, and

The elastic and the rope wound and

Knotted so tightly around it

Snaps and untwists, and fire

Expands so fiercely- fearlessly-

That's when the box of steel

Squeezes tight and clamps press and locks

restrain.

The vault (that could be made of words

Or skin even) gets so small that

You can't

Breathe very well and

All 01 the fire and all of the fierceness

Doesn't

Even

Matter.

Exhausted, the energy

Shrinks

Back down

A ies steeped
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In oily pearle-gray fear and

Encircled by a halo, the dried out crust of sadness,

Dripping soundlessly

Waiting

For another day.

Caera Byrne
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Self-Portrait

My lips are wet and tragic.

My skin is not soft.

My hair is matted.

"Rat's nest," my Dad says.

My uterus yanks itself out slowly.

It tugs on my body like an anvil

lodged in my cervix.

Sometimes I wish I had a face

like a drawing: two dot eyes

and a circular upturned mouth.

A little penny nose,

two long lines for hair.

Hands like a five-pronged fork.

I am the glass

that from time to time

drops to the floor,

falling gracefully through the air,

liquid contents spilling angrily.

My cracks, like rivers on a map,

are hopelessly embedded.
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I am the child

who awakes petrified,

deranged old men

and whispering dead spinsters

permeating my dreams

and watching me squirm

from the corners of my room.

I wish I could punch a big hole

in my wall.

All the plaster would crumble

in tiny white bits descending to the floor.

I am the look

of the woman in the Klimt painting.

Eyes closed as if asleep,

hunched and pale,

knees bent.

Hands grip the back of her frail neck

with strong fingers

and she smiles

without moving her almond mouth.

Hillary Chute
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It So Happens

It so happens I am sick of being a woman.

Horrid little smiles make me want to kick and burn.

I hate the malicious curvatures of spines

and dentist's wet dream teeth.

It so happens I am sick of legs and breasts.

I see unmoving lips, cracked deep, and blank unyielding

eyes.

I shout louder and louder, I want to hurt something, to

bludgeon

it, I want to lick the still-warm blood

off the pavement

like a kitten laps up milk.

In a pink apartment overlooking some filthy grey water,

a man with a decaying nose and oozing wet lips

that bulge at me

is droning and suddenly I cannot stand

the flowery ribbon-clad
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wreath on the door,

all the cute painted wooden things,

and especially the one-calorie diet Pepsi

and the pictures of the bleach-blonde drunken mother

on the beach, smiling obscenely at the camera.

Hillary Chute
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It

(To Nobody About Women)

The thing I hate most about being male is that I am

Alone.

If everyone had their tongues cut out, men would probably

kill themselves

Or go on a mad raping spree, while women would hardly

notice a difference

In each other.

Womens' speech is just a formality, I'm sure, and when

men aren't around

They probably don't talk at all. Between each other they're

Not mute- if you wrote down everything they said it would

Really be about twelve million apostrophes on a piece of

paper

Because everything is just implied, inferred, or

understood.

Standing outside the Women's Room waiting for them, I feel

Alone.

They are having a sacred meeting in there, melding

together into one body,

As the entire group is actually one body separated into

billions of

Smaller parts so men can think they can pin down a few pieces
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And understand the whole.

When a woman cries, I think it is every woman crying

at once, like a

Toothache in the female psyche where everything

responds to a

Centralized pain. And though they don't know it,

it hurts me as much to

Not feel that pain as my own, to always be trapped

behind the glass as

Scientist, observer, sticking my needles into them,

wanting to be

Inside th- a part of the warm congregation of

Human Souls that is the female race.

When a man is born, he is kicked out onto the

stRA I as vagabond,

And spends the rest of his life trying to get back in.

I think if man had his way he would never leave the womb.

Who would forego such inclusion?

I am running through the forest looking for them and

I am

The only one without a walkie-talkie.

It's like living on the first floor of a skyscraper

And oh yes! You can visit once in a while, but

You carry the sign of Downstairs.
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Being among a group of women is like being at an

adult's party as a child-

Things are being communicated about you that you

don't understand, even

Though you are right there. Even if they love you,

it is as mother to

Child-

She is in control but you think you are, though

deep down you

Don't want to be

(And she forgives, lo the sweetwarm smile of

forgiveness!)

I think men exist because women want them to;

not because men have kept

Themselves alive.

The one thing men have on women, though, is the

intimate understanding of how

Unalive we really are.

Who likes to be "it" in "Hide and Seek"?

T. Chapman Wing
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On the Trail of a Wandering Dog

Through the gurgle of a lake older than the Millenium

On the points of toe cutting rocks

On rat's nests of seaweed and fishing line

On the trail of a wandering dog

Over carcasses of seagulls and suckers

With the sun filtering through a summer haze on your back

With motion in the remote part of your grey matter

With organic debris lingering in your nostrils

With a favorite stone that you throw in the water when it

gets too heavy

With a dry throat despite the endless blue before you

With a slight ache that doesn't matter

In the shadows of pines older than your greatest great uncle

Past iron ore spikes that have stories of November storms

to tell

Past the sitting stones of Indians and missionaries and

campfire tourists

On a path that might end some thousands of miles later

With faint remembrances of purpose and whistles and sighs

With a quick wade to cool the blisters

Seeing the paw prints of your dog or maybe someone else's
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Noticing a redder sky, a lower sun, longer fingers of shade

Glancing over your right shoulder to see where

you've been

Tripping now because the rocks are bigger

Wheezing now because it's late August and nothing to do

Hungry now from the scent of someone's beach fire picnic

Walking more briskly now towards a red silhouette

on the furthest point

Watching that outline now turn into a familiar friend

Scolding and even hitting but eventually petting his

fur even though he got away with murder

Kneeling to stroke matted curlilocks with burrs and dead

fish odor

Turning around to head back with your dog licking your hand

D. Carter Glass
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Madrid (Maine)

you might stop here if your car got stuck in the snow bank at

midnight

twenty below and the damn heater broke down in October

you shove weight and curses against hard metal surface

that clutches bare skin,

while exhaled breath petrifies the fuzz of your neckwarmer

and the hairs freeze up in your nose

you stumble toward huddled houses that cling to the edge

of route 16

past nameless gas pump corpses

disfigured by suffocating drifts

"MADRID GENERAL STORE"

white handpainted sign on withering wall

but when the handle won't budge, you notice the other one

through a pane of mud and glass

"sorry, we're closed"

(sorry, we've been closed ever since the old man got that

brain tumor in

'87 and Bobby found a new job down in Bangor)

gingerbread shack next door

where pink flamingos watch like vultures
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from jutting metal wires

and the old lady with cockroach eyes

lets you use the phone

has it always been here?

the indians built their hunting fires around the general store

while she ate dust and cobwebs and watched the moose herds

trample past the frozen gas pumps

she talks about the weather,

mold dribbling down her chin,

and feeds you Shop 'n' Save Clam Chowder with the

expiration date worn off

while you wait for the tow truck to arrive

Tom Behrman
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Dinosaurs and Marlboros

I could go to nowhere,

but nowhere is here,

with floor tiles that crackle and dance,

holes and cracks filled with armies of ants,

hungry, hungry hippos,

and the small white marbles roll under the couch

before you can grab them.

Nowhere is somewhere where

most people wouldn't mind living,

especially if they didn't mind the dirty roaches

under the beds,

dusty and dirt-cracked,

with cheap sheets and poisoning blankets,

the rustic television faded in the corners,

brown leaves and green waters in the springtime,

older than Johnny Carson.

To be in nowhere,

a hell who hath no fury whatsoever,

to see the sinking foundations

of family and home,

the overgrown rain-forest backyard

next to the pristine, monthly-fertilized,

Sears polyester green-grassed backyard
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with the unrusty swingset.

The rumble of diesel bus motors

announce the end of mother's quiet,

the beginning of dinner,

especially for the Nielsen-family

down the street.

Pops has taught young John

how to flip the channels at the tender age of three.

Maybe someday he'll become a professional couch potato,

"Just like your father."

Later, while the kids dream ofjunk food

and the latest blockbuster movie marketing scheme,

the 'rents rent a movie

and Pops rewinds and rewinds

while Moms exclaims and exclaims

"How do they do that?"

Suddenly the lights go out,

boyfriend Bob,

still tangled in the house's intricate power wires,

sprints for the goal posts in his backyard

as Jane, upstairs, half-dressed,

still breathing hard (it's all those cigarettes,

her cheerleading coach says),
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c-h-e-e-r-s him to his door.

The sun goes down in nowhere

only when the cathode TV tubes pop and fry,

and no one sees the Waltons for two weeks.

The summers of nowhere are

lazy waves from and to trains,

by big, fat butts on faded nylon lawn chairs

making piles of big, fat Marlboro butts.

The paychecks come every so often

filled with minimum wage Mercedes-Benz dreams,

"Mommy, can I have a new dinosaur?"

"No, FICA took all your toy money for this month."

Nowhere works with its hands and feet,

because it can't hold any kind of decent-paying job

with just its head.

To shit in nowhere,

on that festering, brown lead-rimmed commode,

with the baby blue Charmin made specifically for hemorrhoids

that matches the stained white walls, the moldy

brown shower curtain,

and the germy padded toilet seat that sighs as you sit,

counting off the minutes in your head

while reading Heloise's hints
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from yellow newsprint.

To be in nowhere

with people going nowhere.

It could be anywhere.

Joanna Slimmer
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(ioing Nowhere

through foggy glass truck windows eyes search,

wind, musty with the scent of dewy leaves

and freshly sliced grass,

blows through

your not-quite-shut door

like chloroform it wraps you in fuzzy daydreams.

toothless smile, brown, sweat-stained t-shirt,

ripped jeans,

a gray-haired man with a lump in his spine

pushes the machine

behind the iron park gates,

"thud/shwaap" the noise against the grate

of your truck's front side.

sheap Indian restaurants, "Authentic Asian Cuisine",

streetcorner incense, oil and jewelry

an army/navy surplus store

florescent sale signs in a cracked front window

shadows dancing behind the shade in the lit

2nd floor apartment

sleek bodies shift, swivel to Afro-Caribbean jazz

braided, bead heads yell out the window

"hey Carlito, you forgot your note again!"
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honk, beep, somebody points to the front of your car

and yells into the wind behind you.

the jingle/clink of change in styrofoam cups

ceases as you roll up the window.

Sachita Shah
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The Oar

Walking like fascinated infants

we were wrapped in the confusion

of a metaphor

a congruent angle that laughed

into your eyes

and pulled you lips apart so suddenly

that night broke forth a canoe

with a single oar carved of a hyena

or was it my own young face

my feet splintered among the slats

upon which you lay

and I felt my song empty into the muddy water

the lightened muddy water

beneath a jelly-donut moon

how it rippled to the notes of a touch

the hunted beachy skin covered

with dark masculine hairs

and the heaviness of the forest air

I remember shivering

I felt for your fingers

longer than the parallel lines

supporting my back
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and the ground left my thighs feeling dusty

worked and meaningful

the concave contours above me

moved upwards beyond my reach

and I knew the hyena was chuckling

nearby

Eden Doniger
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Contention

I

So, how's that head doing?

I'm sorry you can't have my hand

to cool it,

But you'd better take an aspirin

Lest you wake up with a fever.

And boy, I don't want to see you delirious,

Or to listen to you dreaming with

a devil on your chest.

'Cause your serenity - it's vital!

Like music, it drifts within

the frames of existence.

And my purpose, I'd forget it

If you neglected to remind me

Of its flame,

Of how it pains me like

The needle in my arm-

That dull ache beneath my skin.

The mark it leaves, so brutal.

Red and purple, like a plum.

And I'm still asked every now and then,

''Have you been shooting heroin?"
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Yet you guard me like a dog.

You guide me like Jehovah would

(That is, if "He" existed).

In fact, you're almost Jeez...

Wait! I'm forgetting you're human!

You're standing here in black and white

Defining your divinity

Like some nut who, with his arms outspread,

Let his palms be broken.

Why friend, what set you reeling?

This illness, it's profound

Like the dust upon your doorstep.

Like the sun, now bleeding wearily,

Glancing off the window-panes

Of this house,

Now standing empty.

Yes my friend, I know.

Distrusting kindness

When you see it

Is like falling headless

To the pavement

And not being able to wonder

What lies beneath the street.
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Like dying without hearing your last heartbeat,

It's hopeless.

Like Sisyphus;

Plato;

Me.

II

These walls, they are so black !

How dare they defy space itself

By seeping into this non-light,

Swarming 'round my head and neck

And buzzing in my ears?

Outward I press,

Outward.

But my arms are all but useless,

And darkness trickles down my throat,

It slowly fills my lungs.

This silence is so insistent.

Damnable, it is.

It thinks that I can't hear it 'cause it's just too big,

So simple and so blatant.

Like a swastika, painted red,

Upon a white and helpless synagogue.

But man, is it loud.
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"Emptiness!" it cries,

Thundering like a rainstorm

In me and above me-

What! Is this sound?

Seeping through the floorboards,

Oozing upwards through the darkness?

What a thing to trespass

On this night in which I'm drowned!

I smell it - its strong

And it reeks in scorn-

It's laughter!

Torrid laughter,

Hot and sharp beneath me

!

I smash my fist into the floor.

This sound, it now is rattling,

People here are cackling,

Cackling at me!

My knuckles swell (that can't be helped),

I bang my forehead on the door.

A locked

Door

Shackles me as though it clenched

Those rakes and fetters
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Which held me in the early days.

I, that fugitive calling out in monotone,

Am cleaved, as though shod with nails.

These gashes leak no liquid

But water,

Pure, never clear.

These people laugh about the World,

The World in all her freshness!

How I'd fling myself upon her

Dark and fragrant soil!

How I'd cool my heated cheeks within

Her still, quiet, greenness.

But this world, though chaste,

Is not a virgin anymore.

These people laugh into her pain

"In general," they say,

"In general."

In general, yes, they know my name,

Yet what am I, who now is strung?

Suspended high above them,

Hung?

Oh people, why must you laugh?

Why must you say the World is wanton?
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Ill

Oh, and sir,

You can put your pen down.

I guess I forgot to tell you that

I burned your letters long ago.

And that parchment, it is dust.

I sprinkled it over

all the earth.

Too bad it wasn't better fertilizer.

Too bad those words can't regenerate

Like a starfish who has lost a limb.

I'm sorry your many samples

Of other peoples' minds

Came out so badly.

I believed them, you know I did,

But Truth, it doesn't look too good,

especially on me.

Take heart!

Everything great is twisted

Unrecognizably.

Heath
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The Walk

1.

Animal, I awoke.

Eyes gleaming, overflowing with dawn,

Crouched against a rock face

Of a sudden, swollen mountain.

And not thinking of the sky-

Of the wind, the quiet stars,

I raised myself upon the Earth and walked,

The stone still breathing beneath my feet

Like an infant,

Like an ocean,

Like anything newborn.

And 1 came upon the forest-

The forest that moaned, it's legs aching,

Sun creeping between the leaves

In a faint network of light

Like veins of ore

Like highways.

And I crawled into the green,

Over damp stones, flecked with moss.

Over the ants and termites
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As they bore dark tunnels into trees,

Hollowing out the rotting trunks

Until they cracked and fell

Like dry bones,

And sank into the soil.

And I too cracked and fell

Then sank into the soil-

The Earth,

So solid, it must have been water.

2.

Nothing is permanent-

Daylight, death, or drunkenness.

All is some sort of "proto-life"

Emerging slowly out of another

Into another

Nutty paradox:

Love and rage- the same.

The father, etching into the wall

A broken dream of a molested child.

A river running-forth a seeded garden,

Electrifying the soul like all that's deemed "eternal",

Deep in appearence, hollow inside-
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And light it is too!

Knowing nothing but, "I am!"

Hanging in the order like a hollow sac-

All blowing in...

For how perfect life can be

If one empties oneself of it!

3.

I came upon a city that lay

Scattered about a desert.

Pillars of ancient temples

Whitened by the sun and sand

Like bones of some hunted creature

Polished by the daylight.

And I passed through the ruins,

Anger shining upon my lashes,

Tears rolling off my cheeks like beads,

Watering the sunflowers

Springing up insided me-

And I collapsed upon the sand,

Whitened beneath the sky,

But like a dying tree, its roots decaying,

Teeming with life.
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4.

In stories of the evening.

The sky holds a depth

It never once possessed.

For it is just a great emptiness-

Filled with night, sun, stars,

Rain for all its worth,

Butterflies- Yes,

All empty as these falling leaves

Caress my whitened cheeks.

Beneath the eyes of All and Not All-

Some season coming on and I'm still naked.

And I remember one evening-

One never seen before,

When I stretched beneath a summer breeze,

And living shafts of sunlight

Were loosed into my soul

As they held darkness behind the day

For a few moments more.

I cried for Beauty- don't ask me why,

But it had something to do with emptiness.

And I cried out "Why?" about a number of things-

No reason, I guess the tears just

Crawled into my brain-
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Oh, and there's so much Orpheus never sang!

And so much there is to not see.

So few waves lying upon that

Ever-expanding ocean.

And what's this?

Pain it is-

One is Each, All is combination.

That's pain too if you didn't know,

And "Why?" is just a question

Without a bloody answer. .

.

But strangely,

I thought that something answered me

As I lay beneath the sunset

Betraying Solitude to Anger-

But was the answer just the question?

Or just another silence

In the age-old "Why"?

Heath Cabot
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Yessing

On Friday she pondered the results of yessing

thinking,

that after all those years of kissing,

one might expect to recognize indentured bodies.

However, no one ever stepped outside concluding,

today I will chase things undesirable.

Beyond the dismal blankness of those icy affairs,

she painted circles

thinking,

that as it is

she accepts the letters.

(and even keeps them)

folded, wrinkled, in the bottom of her drawers.

Wondering about the obligation to respond,

despite the evanescence of society

and rejoice at their revelations.

She, and her half-baked ideas, would rather

be looking for the girl with the stars tangled in her hair

and the voice like a shiver.

In the shadow of plastic things,

She and her conscience

seek the counsel of someone beautiful
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and some advice on the attainment of perfection

from the Kitchen Diva.

Apart from the onslaught of sharpness,

she, and her rough edges,

wanders bleary-eyed to the sink

to borrow smooth white enamel for her own scarred surface,

and runs,

until the blades of grass whip at her ankles,

and no more gutsy angel dares to

disturb the silence of someone ignorant,

who would rather bleed alone anyway.

So Fridays,

now she writes letters to her father

thinking,

she's missing something,

Which was not always fragile

but became so foolishly,

everyone, now and then, is distorted

by a sudden passing light

Rebecca S. Walsh
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For My Parents at Christmas

Grocers tend to speak in visions

blinded by finer things than

produce and muscle.

There is wisdom to strive for

and the prospect of capturing beasts

or travelling

learning new languages for their visions

and forgetting

the unsettling comfort they once knew.

People change through wandering

as time continues from heel to toe

and seasons wander through

battling...

The liquidfriendships remain constant

go stale and blow on winds

through other kingdoms

the circles

perpetually stemming and spreading

re-rooting through growing.

An emotion's muscle is tugged

but strong

so strong that the legs like trees

still go on bending

And the eyes breathe in new knowledge
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intuitive gazes sticking like ice

on beautiful things

they go on walking and dreaming like

winged beasts

deluded by their mortality

singing forever about futurenothings

while joy stays

lingers on intimate laughter.

Watching movies and sipping decadence

selling groceries and bargaining

for small books of understanding.

Jay C. Barmann
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Tantalus

Hair hanging down

unclean and braided

still glinting in the light.

Dangling about an eye

curled around the nose.

A handful of hair

to hold near my mouth

that would hurt too much

not to taste it again.

When we finally hit water

there was that night

with the same stars

new air another language

still putting gloves on my words

waiting, stepping cautiously

All we could do was watch it

separately together.

Some uncanny desire to hold on

to the back of his neck as he

wretched.

Bottled water for dehydration

Then looking out from atop all that art

we giggled all of us
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touched each other remotely

forgetting reality page by page.

All that struck me was

that incredible skin

the light of a flashlight

behind a cocoa-colored sheet,

the mosaics weren't as lovely.

Self-created

a private quest unsatisfied.

Behind sunglasses like mirrors

separately together with

most untouchable hair and

hands.

Doomed to stay

just down the street from Elysium

wanting to taste it just once.

disregarding pride

The game could go on still,

forever

but at least I could

always

think back to the taste.

Wouldn't even need to finish

the fucking

apple.

Jay C. Barmann
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Colors

"in a long black dress."

strut subtle but pheromones sing out so obvious

you feel the beat and you want to pump someone

something into you hard fast mad wild no

cold blue stringing your head along

psychedelic swirls drawing you out in out in gyrate

spinning involuntary spasm back arches like a

concave cat and you spit a yowl and turn for more

diving deeper into the concentric circles slowly

ease yourself into the pool, feel the heartbeat below

hard and firm weight tangible as the cold blue pulls

you forward up around through to the cool dark at

the end of the tunnel wading through the velvet

caresses mantle suffocating snuffing life and you

can't give more can't take more when suddenly get

back life in a fast contraction you've reached Idaho

boy, breath comes recover from petit mort and try

again

fingers on your spine and my little son rises

by the hand wrap in yellow yarn, slowly closer

sing to me fluffy clouds early morning chores in

bellowing barns as you lather on the mayonaisse as

I'm lulled into warm comfort calm presence before

the storm erupting cloudburst and I'm drenched
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struck by lightning mushroom bullet and its over

it's over goodbye world there's no way I can come

back no but you nurse me back from my petit mort

so I can try again

the hand bright red crimson fury sends me

spinning against the wall black out fades up to red

and biting the vicious persecutor my vision in life

dripping pouring gushing from your fingers down

your wrists watching, teeth sink deliciously into

tongue and I suck up all the blood as I rake tender

flesh about the bony cage praying for retaliation

and it comes as you bruise tender arms so well and

take my tongue from me, stretched along the wall

and I push you until you fall and groan shoulder

blades smearing it on the floor and kicking you,

tripping as I follow suit you grabbing me

scratching in vexation and I pound you pound you

pound until you stop me distract me the way I

wanted have been begging as I silently punish your

inattentiveness and I take mine fast no sugar please

as I swallow you whole my little finger edging up

your surface cracks so you lose it and you don't

get any, not even a sip and I touch you there so you

can try again but you ain't reaching any Idaho

'cause I've already had my petit mort there and I'm

damn straight gonna try again
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head whirls following phantom figure, strip

the green tinged shadows running running but the

ghostly fingers pull you back singing in low

rasping breaths touching you everywhere

goosebumps sweating and body prematurely

arches as it knows what's coming coming closer

like in your dreams in your nightmares and desire

breaks the barrier heaving thrusting impaling

running running running again you get to the store

and get everything you want until you're spent out

after the petit mort and the shadows disappear,

your heartbeat the only one in the empty room but

still that doesn't stop you as you try again

lying in the dark touch the prone figure

stretched beside you coax gently wheedle softly

and then take and take and take but there's nothing

to give as the figure reclines unresponsive and you

get you get your fill but it's not overflowing in rich

abundance it's not given freely as you steal the

orange hues rocking back and forth 'cause thats all

you can get as the arms don't hold you grasp you

and you can't be sure it even knows you're there

knows what you're taking but you drag yourself to

Idaho for the petit mort and slink back to your side

of the bed, certain tomorrow night you will try

again
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heavy velvet draped carelessly now you're

the temple of worship hands rubbing reverently hot

warmth brandy by the fire the violet flames rising

in you slowly luxuriously coming to meet the firm

touches kissing softly every part cleaning them of

contaminating cloth unveiling the masterpiece with

only two hands deft fingers setting off momentary

sparks and you gradually grow appreciative of the

infinite attention until the attention is too much too

careful and you ask but the attention only grows

more attentive until it is too much and a small gasp

sets it off and the attention starts again but this time

when soft breath before the gasp comes so does the

answer to your request fast but prolonged

excruciating each nerve purple on end and you're

losing touch holding on ever so hard struggling to

keep control concsciousness but the violet flames

consume you and your grasp is lost hurtling end on

end and you hear something but you can't tell but it

sounds like your voice or your noise at least or it

could be the engulfing fire cracking whips along

your body mind soul and you think you'll fall

forever in your petit mort but the warm hands with

the smell of brandy rubbing warm against your

skin rouses you to try again

Rachel Chellappa
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